
 August   25,   2021     
The   Honorable   Debra   
Haaland   Secretary     
Department   of   the   Interior   
1849   C   Street   NW    
Washington,   D.C.   20240     

The   Honorable   Martha   
Williams   Principal   Deputy   
Director   U.S.   Fish   and   Wildlife   
Service   1849   C   Street   NW     
Washington,   D.C.   20240     

Subject:   Request   for   Status   Review,   Post-delisting   Monitoring   of   Northern   Rocky   
Mountain   Gray   Wolf   DPS.     

Dear   Secretary   Haaland   and   Principal   Deputy   Director   Williams,     

In  light  of  recently-passed  legislation  affecting  gray  wolves  in  Montana  and  Idaho,  we  are                
writing  to  formally  request  that  the  Department  take  the  following  two  immediate  steps  to                
conserve   gray   wolf   populations   in   Northern   Rockies   region:     

1.   Initiate   a   Status   Review   of   the   Northern   Rocky   Mountain   Gray   Wolf   DPS,    as   provided   
for   in   the   “Final   Rule   to   Identify   the   Northern   Rocky   Mountain   Population   of   Gray   Wolf   as   a   
Distinct   Population   Segment   and   To   Revise   the   List   of   Endangered   and   Threatened   Wildlife,”   
published   in   the   Federal   Register   on   April   2,   2009   (74   Fed.   Reg.   15123   et   seq.)     

The   final   page   of   the   aforementioned   rule   clearly   articulates   a   set   of   criteria   for   initiating   a   status   
review:     

“Three   scenarios   could   lead   us   to   initiate   a   status   review   and   analysis   of   threats   to   
determine   if   relisting   was   warranted   including:   (1)   If   the   wolf   population   falls   below   the   
minimum   NRM   wolf   population   recovery   level   of   10   breeding   pairs   of   wolves   and   100   
wolves   in   either   Montana   or   Idaho   at   the   end   of   the   year;   (2)   if   the   wolf   population   
segment   in   Montana   or   Idaho   falls   below   15   breeding   pairs   or   150   wolves   at   the   end   of   
the   year   in   any   one   of   those   States   for   3   consecutive   years;    or   (3)   if   a   change   in   State   
law   or   management   objectives   would   significantly   increase   the   threat   to   the   wolf   
population.”    (74   Fed.   Reg.   15186)     

We   believe   that   recently-passed   legislation   and   accompanying   rulemaking   in   Idaho   and   Montana   
have   fully   satisfied   criterion   (3),   and,   taken   together,   “significantly   increase   the   threat   to   the   wolf   
population.”   To   be   clear,   several   of   these   bills   and   accompanying   rules   individually   constitute   a   
major   threat   to   the   population,   as   well   as   a   marked   departure   from   USFWS-approved   wolf     
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management   plans.   When   viewed   collectively   and   cumulatively,   we   believe   that   the   legal   
threshold   for   a   status   review   has   been   reached.   A   status   review   should   include   an   analysis   of   



threats   to   wolves   posed   by   this   legislation.   We   summarize   these   statutory   changes   and   the   threats   
they   pose   to   wolf   populations   in   the   Supporting   Information   section   below.     

2.   Place   the   Northern   Rocky   Mountain   Gray   Wolf   DPS   under   a   new   post-delisting    
monitoring   period   as   authorized   under   Section   4(g)(1)   of   the   Endangered   Species   Act.      

In   addition   to   initiating   a   status   review   of   gray   wolves   in   the   N.   Rockies,   we   urge   the   Department   
to   immediately   place   the   DPS   under   a   new   post-delisting   monitoring   (PDM)   period.   Because   the   
previous   five-year   monitoring   period   has   been   demonstrated   to   be   inadequate   for   ensuring   long   
term   state   commitments   to   a   recovered   gray   wolf   population,   we   suggest   a   new   PDM   of   at   least   
10   years.   The   Act   does   not   provide   for   a   maximum   length   of   status   review,   and   according   to   
USFWS   policy,   decisions   on   PDM   duration   “should   appropriately   reflect   the   species’   biology   
and   residual   threats.” 1 Indeed,   the   Service   has   previously   issued   much   longer   status   reviews   for   
other   recovered   and   delisted   species. 2     

Supporting   Information—A   Summary   of   State-passed   Legislation   Posing   a   Threat   
to   the   Northern   Rocky   Mountain   Gray   Wolf   Population:     

Montana    HB   224    (Fielder)—requires   wolf   trapping   seasons   to   allow   the   use   of   snares   by   
trappers.   This   bill   will,   for   the   first   time,   require   that   the   Montana   Dept.   of   Fish,   Wildlife   
and   Parks   allow   wolf   trappers   to   use   lethal   neck   snares   to   trap   wolves.   (Snares   are   cable   
loops   that   gradually   cinch   tighter   and   tighter   around   the   neck   of   the   trapped   animal   until   
it   chokes   the   animal   to   death.)   Wolf   trappers   have   testified   in   public   hearings   that   snares     
are   necessary   because   snow   can   render   leghold   traps   ineffective.   Because   snares   cost   
pennies   to   the   dollar   (versus   standard   leghold   traps),   it   is   anticipated   that   many   hundreds   
of   snares   will   be   placed   out   on   the   landscape.   For   these   reasons,   we   believe   that   this   bill   
may   directly   result   in   a   significant   increase   in   wolf   harvest,   while   also   incidentally   
capturing   and   killing   various   other   species   of   wildlife   and   domestic   dogs.     

Montana    HB   225    (Fielder)—establishes   wolf   trapping   season   dates.   This   bill   adds   
another   month   to   the   wolf   trapping   season.   This   extends   an   already   late   winter   season   
further   into   the   spring,   when   females   are   especially   vulnerable,   as   they   are   in   late-stage   
pregnancy   and   entering   the   birthing   season.    

1    U.S.   Fish   and   Wildlife   Service   and   National   Marine   Fisheries   Service   (2008).   “Post-Delisting   Monitoring   Plan   
Guidance   Under   the   Endangered   Species   Act.”    https://www.fws.gov/endangered/esa     
library/pdf/final_PDM_guidance-FWS_and_NMFS-071508.pdf     
2    The   peregrine   falcon,   for   instance,   was   delisted   in   1999   with   PDM   of   16   years.   
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Montana    SB   267    (Brown)—authorizes   expense   reimbursements   (in   effect,   bounty   



payments)   for   wolf   trappers   and   hunters.   For   decades,   Montana   has   banned   bounty   
payments   for   wildlife,   as   it   violates   tenets   of   the   North   American   Model   of   Wildlife   
Conservation.   Senate   Bill   267   removed   this   statutory   prohibition   by   allowing   successful   
wolf   hunters   and   trappers   to   receive   “reimbursement   for   expenses”   incurred.   The   
program   would   be   funded   privately,   with   no   oversight   or   sideboards.   By   reducing   the   
cost   of   hunting   and   trapping   to   practically   nothing,   we   believe   that   participation   in   wolf   
hunting   and   trapping   will   increase   significantly,   as   will   the   number   of   wolves   killed.     

Montana    SB   314    (Brown)—instructs   state   wildlife   managers   to   significantly   reduce   the   
wolf   population,   from   current   levels   of   about   1,000   to   “not   less   than   the   number   of   
wolves   necessary   to   support   at   least   15   breeding   pairs,”   by:   legalizing   bait   while   hunting   
and   trapping;   legalizing   night-hunting   of   wolves   with   artificial   light   and   night   vision   
equipment;   allowing   the   harvest   of   an   unlimited   number   of   wolves   by   the   holder   of   a   
single   wolf   hunting   or   wolf   trapping   license.     

Idaho    SB   1211    (committee   bill)—removes   the   15   wolf   per-season   bag   limit   on   wolves   
harvested   by   hunters   or   trappers;   extends   the   trapping   season   on   private   land   year-round;   
removes   restrictions   on   methods   of   take,   including   pursuit   by   dogs,   motor   vehicles,   and   
the   use   of   bait   (on   private   land);   allows   the   Idaho   Wolf   Depredation   Control   Board   to   
hire   private   contractors   to   hunt   and   trap   wolves,   and   increases   the   state   funding   for   the   
Board   from   $110,000   to   $300,000   annually.   These   changes   represent   a   departure   from   
current   management   and   pose   a   significant   risk   to   the   perpetuation   of   wolves   in   Idaho.   
Further,   they   are   inconsistent   with   the   Idaho   Wolf   Management   Plan,   adopted   by   the   
Idaho   Legislature   in   2002.     

Conclusion     

Taken  together,  the  changes  made  to  wolf  management  in  both  Montana  and  Idaho  represent  a                 
shift,  and  present  a  significant  risk  to  wolf  populations  in  each  state.  These  legislative  changes                 
constitute  a  stark  departure  from  the  state’s  wolf  management  plans  that  the  USFWS  approved                
more   than   a   decade   ago.   Therefore,   consistent   with   the   2009   delisting   rule,   we   hereby   request     
that   the   USFWS   initiate   a   status   review,   and   that   the   USFWS   immediately   place   the   Northern   
Rocky   Mountain   Gray   Wolf   DPS   into   a   post-monitoring   period,   as   described   above.     

Thank   you   for   your   attention   to   these   concerns   and   please   do   not   hesitate   to   contact   us.     

Derek   Goldman,   Northern   Rockies   
Representative     
Endangered   Species   Coalition   
Missoula,   MT     
dgoldman@endangered.org     

Jonathan   Oppenheimer,   External   Relations   
Director     
Idaho   Conservation   League     
Boise,   ID     
joppenheimer@idahoconservation.org   
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List   of   Appendices:      

●   Text  of  House  Bill  224  (Montana  Legislature  2021)           
●   Text  of  House  Bill  225  (Montana  Legislature  2021)           
●   Text  of  Senate  Bill  267  (Montana  Legislature  2021)           
●   Text  of  Senate  Bill  314  (Montana  Legislature  2021)           
●    Text   of   Senate   Bill   1211(Idaho   Legislature   2021)   
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